
 

 The Woman in Black  by Susan Hill 

Extract One:  

“Somewhere away in the swirling mist and dark, I heard the sound that lifted my 

heart, the distant but unmistakeable clip-clop of the pony’s hooves and the rumble 

and creak of the trap. So Keckwick was unperturbed by the mist, quite used to 

travelling through the lanes and across the causeway in darkness, and I stopped 

and waited to see a lantern – for he must surely carry one – and half wondered 

whether to shout and make my presence known, in case he came suddenly upon 

me and ran me down in the ditch.  

Then I realised that the mist plays tricks with sound as well as sight, for not only did 

the noise of the trap stay further away from me for longer that I might have 

expected but also it seemed to come not only from directly behind me, straight 

down the causeway path, but instead to my right, out on the marsh. I tried to work 

out the direction of the wind but there was none. I turned around but then the 

sound began to recede further away again. Baffled I stood and waited, straining to 

listen through the mist. What I heard next chilled and horrified me, even though I 

could neither understand nor account for it. The noise of the pony and trap grew 

fainter and then stopped abruptly and away on the marsh was a curious draining, 

sucking, churning sound, which went on, together with the shrill neighing and 

whinnying of a horse in panic, and then I heard another cry, a shout, a terrified 

sobbing – it was hard to decipher – but with horror I realised that it came from a 

child. I stood absolutely helpless in the mist that clouded me and everything from 

my sight, almost weeping in an agony of fear and frustration, and I knew that I was 

hearing, beyond any doubt, the appalling last noises of a pony and trap, carrying a 

child in it, as well as whatever adult – presumably Keckwick – was driving and was 

even now struggling desperately. It had somehow lost the causeway path and 

fallen into the marshes and was being dragged under by the quicksand and the pull 

of the incoming tide.”  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Extract Two:  

No names or dates were now decipherable, and the whole place had a decayed 

and abandoned air. Ahead, where the walls ended in a heap of dust and rubble, lay 

the grey water of the estuary. As I stood, wondering, the last light went from the 

sun, and the wind rose in a gust, and rustled through the grass. Above my head, 

that unpleasant, snake-necked bird came gliding back towards the ruins, and I saw 

that its beak was hooked around a fish that writhed and struggled helplessly. I 

watched the creature alight and, as I did so, it disturbed some of the stones, which 

toppled and fell out of sight somewhere. 

Suddenly conscious of the cold and the extreme bleakness and eeriness of the spot 

and of the gathering dusk of the November afternoon, and not wanting my spirits 

to become so depressed that I might begin to be affected by all sorts of morbid 

fancies, I was about to leave, and walk briskly back to the house, where I intended 

to switch on a good many lights and even light a small fire if it were possible, 

before beginning my preliminary work on Mrs Drablow's papers. But, as I turned 

away, I glanced once again round the burial ground and then I saw again the 

woman with the wasted face, who had been at Mrs Drablow's funeral. She was at 

the far end of the plot, close to one of the few upright headstones, and she wore 

the same clothing and bonnet, but it seemed to have slipped back so that I could 

make out her face a little more clearly. 

 

 

 

 

 


